
OVERVIE

How would you
Iike to have an
engineer that
has no fatigue
factor, never
gets bored, is
never moody,
and always
pertorms at the
same high
degree of
accuracy?

Mr. Enginegr is the COMPLETE productivity, and engineering

tool of today. The system is designed to perform many of the normal tasks

associated with productivity, costing, and standards. Since the system is
only software and hardware it will perform these tasks tirelessly and always
with the same high degree of accuracy. There is no fatigue factor. It never
gets bored. It is always acutely alert. Personal problems have no effect. It
always gets along easily with everyone and is never moody. These factors
allow the system to perform its tasks, in most cases and for longer periods
of time, better than the human can perform them.

When the system is put to work on these tasks the engineer can usually
be doing other things. Ifhis presence is required for the particular
function being run, his time is greatly reduced from the normal
performance of these same tasks. Therefore the system will result in
significant savings of one of your MOST VITAL commodities --
ENGINEERING TIME -- while at the same time improving productivity
on the work floor and identifying problems that influence productivity and
probably quality.

These are the tasks that Mr. Engineer can perform :

1. Develop Proper Method charts. (Engineer required)

2. Perform Time Study checks and analysis. (Engineer required)

4. Proper Method versus Actual Method analysis. (Engineer required)

. Perform long term observation ofoperators orjobs.
(no Engineer required)

5. Identify fatigue and pacing problems.
(Engineer required only for analysis)

6. Identify external problems influencing the manufacturing process.
(Engineer required only for analysis)

7. Machine capability analysis. (no Engineer required)

8. Perform long term operator pacing. (no Engineer required)

9. Train operators to work to the proper method.
(Engineer required only for analysis)
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Mr. Engineer
can examine the
production
process to insure
that the product
is created as
efficiently as
possible.

PRODUCT

Productivity is the name of the game, ANY GAME !

The word and the fact are very hard to tie down sometimes. Productivity is
the rate of creating goods, products, or effective results. Productivity is
relative to several factors. The actual product or result desired has the
greatest influence on productivity. The process, machines, and tools used

comes in a close second, followed by operator performance, the
environment of the process, and raw materials.

With all this information available about what it is, how do we actually
increase productivity for a given product? Let's examine the possibilities
based on the factors that have an influence on productivity, and with an

eye out for how Mr. Engineer may be used to create higher productivity.

The product is obviously the desired output of the process in question. We
assume that it is a commodity which performs a job, or fills a need, and is
exchanged for value (sold). We will further assume that it has competition
from other similar products. The product design is usually a function of
Design Engineering.

Although Mr. Engineer cannot design products, it can examine the
production process to insure that the product is created as efficiently as

possible. After an in-depth study of the process with Mr. Engineer has

indicated that the proper method is correct, the machines and tools perform
to specification, and external problems have been eliminated, it may be
determined that the product cannot be produced for a cost that allows it to
compete in the market place. This in-depth study, and the data produced by
Mr. Engineer should then trigger an all out effort by the Design,
Marketing, and Production people to review the product from all aspects.

At this point, assuming that competition determines the value of the
product, there are only 2 alternatives: design for higher productivity or
procure faster, better tools and machines.

The in-depth study may require the following process. First, the proper
method charts are prepared. Then, a known good operator is placed on the
job for Time Study observations. When the proper method has been honed
in and the time studies agrea, the operator should be placed on long-term
observation with a KeyPad. The observations will probably indicate that
there are some problems to resolve. When the problems are resolved and no
more show up in the observations, the output should agree with the
standards. You now have concrete data that the indicated costs are correct
for the existing design and equipment.
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MACHINES

Mr. Engineer
can evaluate the

Machines used to create a product are usually dictated by the product and
process being performed. Decisions to go to the latest and greatest
equipment available, or to replace existing older machines, are based on 2
major factors. First, the quality of output can require replacement of

existing equipment. The second factor is economics. New equipment should
be purchased to replace existing machines only if they will result in
savings that pay for the investment over a prescribed period of time. We
can use Mr. Engineer to evaluate the performance of existing equipment,
then build Proper Method charts for both the proposed new equipment and

the existing equipment. Analysis of these charts will indicate the expected
savings if the new machines are purchased.

Where new equipment may be tried in advance, Mr. Engineer can be used

to evaluate actual jobs being performed with the machines. Since the
system is portable, it may even go to other sites to evaluate the machines or
equipment prior to purchase.

pertormance of
existng
equipment as
well as
evaluating
machines prior
to purchase.

PROCESS

Operator
acceptance of
Mr. Engineer's

Determining the proper method to be used in the production process is very
straightforward. You simply describe the steps required to create the
product. Use the fewest, and shortest, motions and the fastest machine
speeds possible while including all the steps necessary to create a sound,
high quality product to specification. There are several methods of
assigning times to these process elements: Standard Data, MTM, or a Stop
Watch. Regardless of the method used, Mr. Engineer will become your
valued and trusted method of verification for these element times.

The Time Study mode will allow you to look at the job in detail and with
great accuracy. The data collected will point out the elements which
present the best chances for reduction. It will illustrate element times that
are too long or too short and will provide you with accurate machine
capability data. You can see what happened during each element of the job
and how long it took. You can see the problems encountered during the
process, how many times each occurred, and the cost (in time) lost for each
of these problems. This data collecting process is as simple as observing the
process and scanning a barcode when an element is completed or a problem
is encountered. The system is automatically monitoring the equipment and
time on its own. With your normal method of generating standards or rates,
plus Mr. Engineer as your helper, you will be able to set the most efficient
and reasonable standards (rates) possible.

data is extremely
high.
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PBEFACE - Productivity

Operator acceptance of data generated by Mr. Engineer as an impartial
observer is extremely high. This is a VERY valuable tool in 'selling' the
rate to the operator. They view Mr. Engineer as impartial (and always
accurate), completely accept the rate as correct, and do their best to make
production.

KEYPAD MODE

The KeyPad mode is probably the best feature of the system. This mode
allows us to observe operator performance over long periods of time
without tying up the engineer's time. Since the operator is the person who
enters the data, they feel that they are actually evaluating their own
performance. How can they feel cheated or unsatisfied if they have
evaluated themselves?

PERFORMANCE

How can an
operator feel
cheated or
unsatisfied if
they have
evaluated
themselves?

PACING

Operator performance, although not usually the biggest influence on true
plant or product productivity, is generally thought to be the key to
productivity. This is because it is typically the most visible part of
productivity and probably the easiest and cheapest to confront and resolve
(if the right approach is taken). There is no question that productivity can
be increased (usually with substantial gains) by working with the operators.
You can improve the performance of any operator, even those who
normally produce above l00Vo.

The KeyPad mode with its work pacing feature can easily and automatically
increase an operator's output. The pace feature will flash a lamp whenever
the operator falls behind the allowed time to produce a piece. It continues
to flash once per second until the piece is completed. This gives the
operator a sense of how far behind the raw rate they are working. Three
flashes means three seconds off the pace. When they increase their pace,
they can see the results even if they are still below the rate. The lamp will
flash less and less as they improve. The pace time allowed for each piece is
the 'RAW' production time: the rate for the product less the PFID
percentage (Personal, Fatigue, Incentive, Delay). The rate and PFID
percentage are input when the study is started and the PFID percentage can
be adjusted to give different raw cycle times without changing the rate.
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PBEFACE . Productivity

When an
operator
wins the
'race', the
reward is a
sense of
accomplishment.

There are 2 facts involved in the effort to increase productivity. First,
humans will extend extra effort on the task at hand if they are being
watched. Second, they are a very competitive group, especially in the
United States. You will, with the help of Mr. Engineer, use both of these

traits to help the operator improve performance.

The real key is that the pace feature is quickly and easily adjustable without
changing the rate. Since the normal human reaction to timing or pacing is

to try beat the time or pace element, the stage is set by nature
to improve output. When the operator wins the race, the

reward is a sense of accomplishment. However, they will
exert a good effort only for a limited amount of time unless
some type of reward is received. Set the stage by setting

the PFID percentage to a value that produces a pace rate just
slightly faster than the operator is currently producing. (Increasing the
PFID percentage will decrease the time allowed for each piece. Decreasing
the PFID percentage will increase the time allowed for each piece.) Allow
the operator to build up to the pace, then increase the PFID again. You will
soon have the operator making rate.

Operators

When the capability of a person is public knowledge, pride will seldom
allow their performance to fall perceptibly below this established
capability. People seldom reaJizejust exactly what their full capability
really is. When you use Mr. Engineer's ability to observe the operator
performing (thus increasing their effort) plus the pacing to increase output,
you will establish a new performance capability level for them. This new
level will then become the norm for that person. In a situation where the
operators earn more pay for more output, the job is even easier. The extra
pay received for the productivity increases during the study period and will
add to the pride factor and may even push them higher. Once the operators
have seen the results of working with Mr" Engineer, you (the engineer) will
be faced with a new problem: who GETS to work with the system next!
This happens even in non-incentive plants due to the pride factor alone.

seldom realize
just how well
they are capable
of performing.
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PREFACE - Productivity

followingThe is from Ralph Barnes' book titled:
Y

?? 
The following explanation will show how the relationship between

normal pace and average incentive pace may be established in a plant. It
will also serve to emphasize the point that the performance of the great
majority of workers on incentive should be fairly close to the average for
the group. Ifthe average incentive pace is t25 percent, it is expected that
the average hourly output of approximately two-thirds of all workers would
fall in a range extending from 15 percent below this point to 15 percent
above this point. Only 3 or 4 percent of the group would be expected to
exceed the 150 percent performance level, and only rarely would an

operator exceed the 160 to 165 percent level. Similarly, only 3 or 4 percent
would not reach the 100 percent performance level.

Reference will be made to the normal distribution curye (Fig. 199) for data
to support the above statements. There is considerable evidence to show
that if the working speed of each member of a large group of people, such

as would be found in a factory, were arranged along the base line according
to magnitude in percent of normal, and if the vertical scale indicated
frequency, the shape of the curve would fit fairly closely the normal bell
curve.

The assumption having been made, a normal distribution curve can be
drawn (Fig. 199), with five intervals covering a total speed range of 200
percent. The pace of the slowest operator is one-half that of the fastest
operator, which gives a ratio of I to 2. The next step is to establish the
point on the curve that will represent normal speed. If we assume that this
group of people is already working on incentive, and if their average

incentive pace is 25 percent above normal, then point A in Fig. 199 can be

called 125 percent. This point would represent the average for the group.
If the length of the B-C represents a speed range from 83 Il3 to 166 213

percent, point D represents 100 percent of normal speed. In a similar
manner, point B represents 83 1,13 percent, E represents 116 213 percent, F
represents 133 ll3 percent, G represents 150 percent, and C represents 166

213 percent. Thus, there is a range between 83 ll3 percent and 166 213

percent of 1 to 2. The number in each of the vertical bars represents f Q
the number of people per hundred who fall in each of the five intervals. t I

(See figure 199 on the following page.)
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PBEFACE - Productivity

Exerpt from Motion and Time Study Design and Measurement of Work,
Continued
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Fiqure 199

Figure 199 - Chart showing the number of workers in each class interval
through the entire performance range, as determined from the normal
distribution curve. Ratio of slowest worker(83 ll3%) to fastest worker
(166 213%) is I to 2. A l00Vo premium plan of wage payment is used.
It is assumed that a premium is paid for all production above standard.
That is, for each l% incrase in production above standard, the worker is
paid 1Vo additional wage above his hourly base rate. The base rate is the
guaranteed wage paid to all workers whether they reach I00%
performance or not. This hourly base rate is established by job
evaluation.

))
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PBEFACE 'ProductivitY

We must work
with each
operator to build
the experience
and skills that
are lacking.

once a Proper Method has been established for a job or task, each operator

is expectedlo meet the rate. Each element of the job is known and

doculnented by the ploper method charts. Correct rates cannot be made by

a new or untrained ope?ator. Rates are set assuming the operator is familiar

with the elements -d hu, developed the dexterity to perform them

efficiently. Some elements of a task may be easiel lg-leay than other

elements. Operators also have different built-in skill levels based on their

previous history. All this points out that we must work with each operator

io build the experience and skills that are lacking'

Mr. Engineer provides us with 2 tools to help with this training. First, the

Time Siudy *oO" can be used to evaluate the operators performance on a

task or ioU. fne data for each element of the job is then compared to the

propel method charts to point out which elements need the greatest training

Lffort. These will be theilements that have the greatest deviation from the

proper method times. Progress in the training effort can be evaluated by

taking more Time Studies as training progresses'

The KeyPad lPacemode is the second tool we can use in training new

operators. It is used exactly as described for operator improvement. see

'OPERATOR IMPROVEMENT' on Page

Set up a'Misc'
key to cover
unknown or
unusual
problems.

The KeyPad mode will generally give indications of problems associated

with these two items. Most of the 'problem' keys hit by the operator during

the KeyPad study will be either enuitonment or materials problems' The

machine's ability to reach the prescribed speed, materials that meet

specification (ttrread strength, proper cloth, previous operations correct'

"t".;, 
p.oper working tooti lcorrect sharp needles, good bobbins' and

feeders, etc.), lighting, noise levels, and temperature are what we are

referring to as environmental and material factors'

Problem Keys
Before the study is started, you will usually identify many of the more

common of theie problems with a particular problem key. The evaluation of

the identified problems is very straightforward: simply use the KeyPad

data to show ihe effect of the probletn on production. Setting up one of the

problem keys for general ot unkno*n problems will give you an indication

of *h"th", or not there are significant problems affecting the work that you

have not specifically identified with a particular problem key. The opefator

then hits ttris tey during the study whenever anything unusual happens that
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PBEFACE , Producti

What effect does
noise, lighting,
and temperature
have on the
output?

is not covered by the identified problem keys. If these miscellaneous
problems appear to have significant impact on output you will have to
identify and resolve each of them (use more KeyPad studies with the new
problems identified to a specific problem key).

Environment
Some of the environmental factors that affect productivity are very hard to
tie down. Just what effect does noise, lighting, and temperature actually
have on the output? We know by simple logic that they will have some

impact on output, but not how much. Long-term KeyPad studies may be
used to tie down these factors exactly. Build a long-term (l to 2 weeks)
data base for a job performed under current conditions using the KeyPad

and a known good operator. Then change the environment and run
comparison studies with the same operator, same machine, for the same

time period of time, but under the new conditions. The difference, as

indicated by the study charts, will be the quantitative result of the
environment change.

The u*s for Mr. Engineer. as you can *e. are limited only by
your lmagination and inclination to pursue new solutions to
productiviA.
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